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PRE-‐GAME	
  
COMMUNICATION	
  

OIs paramount to having a successful game
ODysfunctional communication can breakdown

relationships.
OWhen mistakes are made on the floor it

invariably involves bad communication.

TABLE	
  CREW	
  IS	
  AN	
  EXTENSION	
  OF	
  
YOUR	
  CREW	
  

OReaching out to your partners
OAssignment of topics for the pre-game
OCrew discussion should cover:

New Rules & Mechanics
Teams/History of Teams
3. Coaches/Bench Decorum
4. Game Management
1.

2.

TYPES	
  OF	
  
COMMUNICATION	
  

SIGNALS	
  

OVerbal (words)
ONon-verbal – typically occurs through body

language
Signals
2. Positioning
3. Demeanour
1.
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SIGNALS	
  –	
  cont’d	
  
OCommunicates to everyone in the gym what

has transpired.
OThe sharper and more polished the less
chance for confusion.
OUsing the approved signals provides
consistency and can alleviate problems.
OMaking eye contact during the play, on
whistles and throw ins reduces errors.

DEMEANOUR	
  

POSTIONING	
  
OErrors in judgment

occur when we are not
in the right position to
make a call.
OThis also helps officials
control the
environment with little
interference.
OIgnoring is a skill that
must show prudence
and respect.

ON	
  COURT	
  HUDDLES	
  
OHuddles can be used

to discuss a call,
clock issue or game
situation during
time-outs.
OA good time to
communicate
pertinent
information.
OBe clear,
professional and
concise.

OThis conveys a wealth

of information about
how you are handling
yourself and your
current state of
emotion.

COMMUNICATING	
  WITH	
  
COACHES	
  AND	
  PLAYERS	
  
ODo not avoid coaches or players
OWhen addressing the coach be honest about

what you saw, address the issue, provide a
resolution and then get back to work.
OTake the time to talk to the players, especially
disruptive players.
OUse the captains to help you settle escalating
situations.

POST	
  GAME	
  
OA valuable tool to help us learn from our

mistakes.
OReview plays and share views.
OBe prepared to acknowledge your mistakes

and to hear criticism.
ORecord mistakes and important plays in a

diary.
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THANK	
  YOU	
  FOR	
  
LISTENING	
  

OWe sink or swim as a unit.
OTips:

Work quickly when possible but
deliberately when necessary.
2. Establish a system of checks and
balances.
3. No matter how badly you screw up a call,
own up to it, decide what’s best to do next
and move on!
1.
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